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Abstract 1 
Though a vast amount of literature can be found on modelling particulate reinforced composites and 2 
suspensions, the treatment of such materials at very high volume fractions 𝑉𝑓 (>90 %), typical of high 3 
performance energetic materials, remains a challenge. The latter is due to the very wide particle size 4 
distribution needed to reach such a high value of 𝑉𝑓 .  In order to meet this challenge, multiscale 5 
models that can treat the presence of particles at various scales are needed. This study presents a 6 
novel hierarchical multiscale method for predicting the effective properties of elasto-viscoplastic 7 
polymeric composites at high 𝑉𝑓. Firstly, simulated microstructures with randomly packed spherical 8 
inclusions in a polymeric matrix were generated. Homogenised properties predicted using the finite 9 
element (FE) method were then iteratively passed in a hierarchical multi-scale manner as modified 10 
matrix properties until the desired filler 𝑉𝑓 was achieved. The validated hierarchical model was then 11 
applied to a real composite with microstructures reconstructed from image scan data, incorporating 12 
cohesive elements to predict debonding of the filler particles and subsequent catastrophic failure. 13 
The predicted behaviour was compared to data from uniaxial tensile tests. Our method is applicable 14 
to the prediction of mechanical behaviour of any highly filled composite with a non-linear matrix, 15 
arbitrary particle filler shape and a large particle size distribution, surpassing limitations of 16 
traditional analytical models and other published computational models. 17 
1.0 Introduction 18 
Polymer bonded explosives (PBX) are highly filled particulate composites, consisting of a rigid filler 19 
phase and a relatively compliant polymeric phase. A range of different explosive crystals and 20 
energetic matrix binders are used in a variety of combinations and research in PBX has aimed to 21 
understand and predict the mechanical and chemical performance of each formulation (An et al., 22 
2013; Anoop, 2013; Barua et al., 2012b; Drodge et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015; Xiao et 23 
al., 2012; Yeager, 2011, Barua and Zhou, 2011). Such studies are needed in order to increase the 24 
safety of these materials in civil and military applications. The challenges in predicting the 25 
mechanical behaviour of PBXs up to failure are due to the filler volume fraction (𝑉𝑓) which can be in 26 
excess of 90 % (Banerjee and Adams, 2004), the highly non-linear, time-dependent behaviour of the 27 
matrix phase (Drozdov, 1999; Williamson et al., 2008) and the complex behaviour of the interface 28 
between the filler and matrix phases (Bailey et al., 1992; Tan et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2008). The 29 
damage mechanisms within and between the individual constituents and their contributions to 30 
macroscopic failure under a multitude of loading conditions including tension and compression in 31 
dynamic and quasi-static conditions continues to be a topic of current research interest (Ellis et al., 32 
2005; Herrmann et al., 2015; Li et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Yeager et al., 2014; 33 
Zhou et al., 2011). 34 
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Regardless of the computational method used to simulate the mechanical response of PBX, 35 
generating a geometrical representation of the microstructure for such high volume fractions (filler 36 
𝑉𝑓 >90 %) is yet an unsolved problem.  37 
In the actual composites, high 𝑉𝑓 values (>90 %) are only possible due to the wide range of particle 38 
sizes. Progressively smaller particles are used to fill the remaining gaps between the larger particles 39 
and theoretically a 𝑉𝑓 tending to 100 % can be achieved. The maximum random packing  𝑉𝑓 using 40 
mono-disperse spheres is 63.7 % (Kansal et al, 2002) and using five classes of particle sizes and 41 
particle size distribution of actual composites, 𝑉𝑓 of 65% and 66% have been achieved respectively 42 
(Annapragada et al., 2007; Baer, 2002). Hermann et al. using a packing technique of adding 43 
progressively smaller spheres, achieved a maximum packing fraction of 95 % (Herrmann et al., 2003). 44 
However, due to meshing restrictions, only 𝑉𝑓 up to 70 % has been modelled using the FE method 45 
(Jalocha et al, 2013). There comes a point where the smallest particles would require elements so 46 
small that even with mesh decimation, the developed model is too inefficient to be used for design 47 
and exploration purposes. Brouwers suggested that the ratio of the largest and smallest particle 48 
radii, α, should be <10 (Brouwers, 2006) and found the maximum 𝑉𝑓 for poly-dispersed spheres 49 
where α =10 to be 67.2 %.  50 
An alternative method for generating high filler 𝑉𝑓 microstructures is the use of the Voronoi 51 
tessellation method to pack conforming polygons (Seidel et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2016; Wu and 52 
Huang, 2009). Using this method, previous researchers have achieved a maximum 𝑉𝑓 of 82 % (Barua 53 
et al., 2012a) and 90% (Wang et al., 2016). To achieve a 𝑉𝑓 above 90 %, previous researchers have 54 
also incorporated the binder material behaviour into the cohesive constitute law, essentially 55 
modelling both the binder matrix material and the filler-matrix interface as one entity (Guo et al., 56 
2014; Wu and Huang, 2009). 57 
However, the Voronoi tessellation method places restrictions on the filler size distribution, which is 58 
notorious for its significant effect on the predicted composites behaviour (Marvi-Mashhadi et al, 59 
2018a,b). The use of fine and coarse particles can affect the mechanical properties and specifically 60 
the mechanical strength and elongation properties of the composites (Arora et al, 2015; Talawar et 61 
al., 2006; Willey et al., 2009). Representative Volume Elements (RVEs) generated via Voronoi 62 
tessellation uses seed points generated from the centres or random close-packed sphere 63 
distributions; the method is not therefore always able to reproduce a prescribed, broad range, size 64 
distribution though the latter may be accomplished by means of a Laguerre tessellation (Marvi-65 
Mashhadi et al, 2018a,b). The latter gives the extra freedom to weight each seed point such that it 66 
will control the volume of the corresponding cell. Even so, modelling the interface and the matrix 67 
together in one constitutive model, does not allow sufficient mathematical description of the 68 
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different mechanical response and damage mechanisms occurring in the interface and matrix 69 
regions.  70 
Experimental studies on PBXs found that debonding first occurs around the larger particles and that 71 
the ‘lost’ smaller particles only contribute to the stiffening of the matrix material (Rae et al., 2002). 72 
This has been further confirmed by a multi-scale damage computational model to investigate the 73 
effect of particle size and interaction effects in highly filled particulate composites (Trombini et al., 74 
2015). If only the mechanical properties of the composite up to the initial stages of failure are of 75 
interest, then based on this finding, it is possible to treat the matrix material with small embedded 76 
particles as a microscopic scale model. The determined homogenised behaviour of the microscopic 77 
scale model is then validly representative of the matrix behaviour in the macroscopic scale model. 78 
This decoupled multi-scale approach, otherwise known as a hierarchical or sequential multi-scale 79 
model would be suitable in this instance (Aboudi et al., 2013). Based on this assumption, the 80 
polymeric matrix used in a PBX together with the smaller ‘lost’ particles is often termed the fine 81 
loaded binder (FLB), and offers an alternative way of modelling such high filled composites.  82 
Banerjee and Adams, (Banerjee and Adams, 2004) have also employed a similar idea to the FLB 83 
method, to predict the composite elastic modulus for 𝑉𝑓 higher than 90 % using a 2D randomly 84 
packed model with spherical inclusions. Yet, this concept has still not been validated against finite 85 
element predictions and experimental results for plastic or viscoplastic binders such as the ones 86 
studied here. Another example based on the  FLB assumption is by Arora et al. (Arora et al., 2015) 87 
who predicted the tensile behaviour of a viscoelastic PBX with a 95.1 % filler 𝑉𝑓 reconstructed 2D 88 
microstructural finite element models from SEM images. The smaller particles were lost during 89 
image processing and the filler 𝑉𝑓 of the segmented image was only 57 %. Arora et al. considered the 90 
smaller ‘lost’ particles (<50 m) to be embedded in the matrix binder and incorporated the effect of 91 
the lost filler particles into the matrix (FLB). The resulting homogenised properties were then 92 
determined using a viscoelastic extension of the Mori-Tanaka analytical model (Mori and Tanaka, 93 
1973). This assumption has not yet been validated though. 94 
The aim of this research was to compare for the first time the decoupled multi-scale homogenisation 95 
method, also known as hierarchical method, to the FLB or ‘dirty’ binder method (Arora et al., 2015; 96 
Banerjee and Adams, 2004), for predicting the mechanical behaviour of highly filled binary 97 
composites (>90 %). The method is applied to a PBX with an elastic-viscoplastic matrix. The outline 98 
of the paper is as follows: firstly, the details of the materials and the mechanical characterisation of 99 
the matrix and the binder are presented in section 2, followed by the microstructure analysis of the 100 
composite (section 3).  Section 4 presents the image based numerical model setup for predicting the 101 
mechanical response of the PBX. In this model, the ‘matrix’ is in fact the fine loaded bunder (FLB) 102 
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which is later defined through the FLB homogenisation described in section 5 through a novel multi-103 
scale FE model. Some analytical micromechanical models used to compare to the numerical 104 
predictions are given in Section 6. The results from the multi-scale FE models of section 5 are 105 
examined and validated against predictions from single-scale FE models for 𝑉𝑓 up to 72 % in sections 106 
7.1 and 7.2. Section 7.3 investigates the predictions from the image-based model of the actual PBX, 107 
making use of the multi-scale FLB model. Finally, section 8 summarises the study’s findings. The 108 
work presented here enables modelling of very highly filled particulate composites which have so far 109 
proven to be extremely challenging. The modelling method developed provides an efficient and 110 
powerful design tool for use by industry and composite manufacturers. 111 
 112 
2.0 Mechanical characterisation of the binder and the composite materials 113 
In this section, details of the material used as well as the tests performed to characterise the binder 114 
and the composite are described. 115 
2.1 Materials and experimental methods 116 
The PBX consists of a compliant fluorocarbon matrix, FK800, and rigid triamino-trinitrobenzene 117 
(TATB) filler particles. FK800 is a random copolymer of 75 % w.t. Chlorotrifluoroethylene (CTFE) and 118 
25 % w.t. Vinylidene Fluoride (VDF). The molar mass of CTFE and VDF, are 64.2 g/mol and 116.47 119 
g/mol respectively, resulting in a semi-crystalline copolymer with a 38 % mole fraction of VDF and a 120 
density of 2 g/cm3 (Connors, 2014). The glass transition temperature of the binder polymer as 121 
measured from the peak in loss tangent from Dynamic Mechanical Analysis data (data not shown) 122 
was 34 °C. Its crystallinity was not measured but is reported to be approximately 10% in the 123 
literature and highly dependent on the thermal history of the sample (Hoffman et al, 1989). The PBX 124 
is formed by mixing the dry blend of crystal wetted with solvent and the binder to form a moulding 125 
powder granule (Banerjee and Adams, 2004). The powder is then isostatically compressed at high 126 
temperature until the porosity is reduced to 1-2 %. The filler volume fraction was 95% based on the 127 
mass fractions and density values of the constituents.  The material is considered macroscopically 128 
isotropic as it composed of randomly orientated crystals with no preferred direction (Xiao et al, 129 
2007). 130 
The TATB filler is a widely studied explosive with both its adhesive and mechanical properties 131 
reported in the literature (e.g. Qin et al, 2019, Xiao et al, 2005, Gee et al, 2007). TATB has a 132 
crystalline structure and under high shear forces fracture may initiate at planes of preferred slip. This 133 
was not considered in the current study as fracture along the crystal/matrix interface is the primary 134 
failure mechanism of interest with crystal fracture being a secondary mechanism (Guo et al, 2014). 135 
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In addition, it is impossible to obtain information on the crystal orientation and the associated 136 
anisotropy using 2D images alone as we have here (Figure 2). For these reasons as well as to keep 137 
the model as simple as possible, isotropic elastic properties were assumed here for the filler and 138 
were taken from literature with modulus, 𝐸∗, Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈∗ and density, 𝜌∗defined to be 31.5 139 
GPa, 0.2 and 1.94 g/cm3 respectively (Arora et al., 2015).  140 
In order to characterise the matrix, monotonic uniaxial tensile tests were performed at 20˚C and 141 
arbitrary true strain rates of 0.14 /s and 0.0014 /s with three repeats using dumbbell shaped 142 
specimens of dimensions in accordance with British Standard BS EN ISO 527-2:2012 (type A) (BSI, 143 
2012). The true strain rate was kept constant via exponentially decreasing the crosshead rate of the 144 
tensile testing machine (Zwick/Roell Z 1.0).  Five reference lines were drawn across the gauge length 145 
to examine the strain along the gauge length as shown in Figure 1(a). The sample deformation 146 
corresponding to three different levels of strain (0.05, 0.5 and 0.7) are shown. Several such image 147 
data were collected and processed using MATLAB to measure strain along the sample. The images 148 
were specifically analysed using the MATLAB line tracker tool, which registers points of negative 149 
greyscale contrast (ie lines) as minimums in a greyscale intensity plot. The changing distance 150 
between successive minimums was used to determine the strain along the sample. 151 
For the composite, uniaxial tensile loading at a true strain rate of 0.00005 /s was applied to five 152 
cylindrical dumbbell specimens machined from a pressed billet.  The samples had an average axial 153 
gauge length and diameter of 12 cm and 3.8 cm respectively. They were tested until failure at 20 °C. 154 
Two clip strain gauges were used at either side of the sample in order to check against bending 155 
effects as well as control the crosshead displacement for true strain rate loading. Only uniaxial 156 
tensile tests were performed in this study; testing the composite under uniaxial compression would 157 
have provided further data for validating the models presented in the following sections. In addition, 158 
such additional tests would have revealed any pressure dependency of the damage and fracture 159 
behaviour of the composite through the effective variation in the applied triaxiality factor 160 
(Skamniotis et al., 2019 ) 161 
 162 
2.2 Mechanical characterisation results 163 
Image data was collected and processed using MATLAB and the strains measured for each segment 164 
were found to be uniform. The true stress- true strain results are shown in Figure 1(b). 165 
 166 
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 167 
 168 
Figure 1: (a) Images of sample deformation during the tensile test corresponding to three different 169 
levels of strain: 0.05, 0.5 and 0.7; marked lines were used to estimate the strain along the sample 170 
to check for uniform loading conditions, (b) Uniaxial tension test data of FK800 at two strain rates 171 
(0.14 /s and 0.0014 /s); the constitutive model used in the FE models is also shown for 172 
comparison. 173 
 174 
The yield stress, 𝜎𝑌 , was observed to be strain-rate dependent. However, no such significant 175 
observation was noted for the initial slope. Therefore, the classic isotropic von-Mises plasticity with 176 
strain hardening and rate dependent yielding was used to model the binder’s elasto-viscoplastic 177 
behaviour.  The Young’s modulus was set to a value of 𝐸 = 500 MPa, the Poisson’s ratio was taken 178 
as 𝜈 = 0.38 (Wood et al, 2017) and the rate dependent yield stresses were set to  𝜎𝑌(𝜀̇ =179 
0.0014) = 9.15 MPa and 𝜎𝑌(𝜀̇ = 0.14) = 16.6 MPa. Post yield, the stresses are defined as a 180 
function of plastic strain (total strain minus the elastic strain) in a tabular form for each of the two 181 
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strain response measured prior to the strain hardening region. This was thought to be due to the 183 
storage of the material for a long period of time prior to testing (approximately six months), which 184 
allowed re-arrangement of polymer chains over time and resulted in an increased amount of 185 
crystallisation (Cady and Caley, 1977, Hoffman et al, 1989). In the high-volume fraction, hot pressed 186 
composite, the matrix binder thickness is so small that the formation of crystals is restricted; 187 
crystallinity has been reported to drop to less than 1% (Connors, 2014). On the other hand, it is also 188 
possible that the peak stress could also be due to ageing of the amorphous phase that would be 189 
present in the material too. In an effort to keep the model as simple as possible, the strain softening 190 
region was not included in the constitutive model for the binder, as shown in Figure 1(b). 191 
For the composite, the measured elastic modulus ranged from 6.5-11.6 GPa with an average of 8.6 192 
GPa and the stress and strain at failure ranged from 8.0-9.3 GPa and 0.0017-0.0022 with an average 193 
of 8.2 GPa and 0.0017 respectively. The tensile true stress-strain behaviour of the composite up to 194 
failure is shown later in Figure 13, taken from the average of all five specimens tested. The 195 
fluctuations specifically for the modulus could be due to the relatively small elastic region 196 
corresponding to extremely low strains (only 0.00025 in Figure 13). 197 
 198 
3.0 Microstructure of the composite material 199 
2D Image data of the TATB/FK800 composite were obtained using a Focussed Ion Beam microscope 200 
(see Figure 2). The cut surfaces were uncoated, i.e. no metallisation was used. The surface was 201 
bombarded with a beam of gallium ions which causes secondary electrons to be ejected. A co-axial 202 
electron detector collected these ejections to form an image of the surface. This technique was 203 
chosen as it improves contrast between the crystal and the binder. The beam settings were 30 kV 204 
and 10 pA. The obtained image shows the outlines of the crystals as well as some defects within 205 
them. The original image with a field of view (FOV) of 426 x 302 m was segmented using image 206 
processing software, Avizo (Visualization Sciences Group, Bordeaux, France/ Zeuss Institute Berlin, 207 
Germany). The segmented image was binarised and divided into four smaller images with 208 
dimensions of 144 x 105  (Figure 2). Volume fraction, particle statistics and particle size distribution 209 
of the full image and the four sub-images (labelled as Volume Elements, VE1-VE4) were analysed 210 
using MATLAB (Mathworks, Massachusetts, USA).  211 
 212 
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 213 
Figure 2 Focussed ion beam microscopy image data and the four sub-divided images of the TATB/ 214 
FK800 composite (dimensions in m). 215 
 216 
The particle size distribution, mean, maximum and minimum particle radius for all the four sub-217 
images were found to be of the same order of magnitude as the full image (Table 1) and a skewed 218 
normal distribution was observed for the particle sizes, see Figure 3. The five distributions in Figure 3 219 
are very similar, especially considering these are experimentally derived from images which were 220 
hard to segment due to the inherent lack of image clarity for this specific PBX. The agreement 221 
between the distributions corresponding to the four sub-VE’s as well as to the bigger full-size image, 222 
together with the similar volume fractions shown in Table 1 (ranging from 66%-73%), justify 223 
considering each of these images as characteristic of the microstructure of the composite. Arora et 224 
al, 2015, studied a similar PBX; it was shown that model size did not play a significant role on the 225 
computed results based on data derived from a full image (157 m x 222 m) and four smaller sub-226 
images of varying sizes all the way down to 1/16 of the original area. 227 
In comparison to measurements obtained from sieve tests of the TATB crystals (BSIb, 2012), the 228 
minimum particle size measured in the segmented images was found to be significantly larger than 229 
that measured experimentally (see Table 1). This is partially due to the limitation on the imaging 230 
resolution. Further loss of the smaller particles arises during the segmentation and image processing 231 
stages, where small clusters of a few pixels are removed. The ratio of the largest to the smallest 232 
particle from the sieve test was observed to be in the order of 600.  233 
The maximum particle size measured from the segmented images was found to be lower than the 234 
maximum particle size measured using the sieve analysis. This difference could be attributed to two 235 
causes. Firstly, only one arbitrary plane of the entire microstructure has been imaged in which the 236 
longest axis of the largest particle may not have been present. Secondly, particles might have 237 
fractured into smaller particles during manufacturing of the composite. In literature, a different 238 
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sized particles was higher (Skidmore et al. 1998) compared to the un-processed dry blend (Banerjee 240 
and Adams, 2004). The same observation was made in this study where the mode of the segmented 241 
images particle size distributions was lower than the mode of 11.8 μm measured from the sieve test. 242 
 243 
Table 1 Particle statistics from sieve test and from image analysis of the segmented volume 244 
elements. 245 
VE 
Equivalent particle diameter (μm) 
𝑽𝒇 No. of particles 
Max. Min. Mean Mode 
VE1 35.0 3.4 13.0 8.0 0.73 63 
VE2 29.3 3.0 10.9 7.9 0.72 88 
VE3 28.2 1.9 10.3 12.8 0.66 96 
VE4 55.2 2.3 10.9 6.7 0.71 80 
Full 55.2 1.9 11.1 12.8 0.71 320 




Figure 3 Particle size distribution analysis of the full and the four sub-volume elements. The grey 249 
vertical dotted line depicts the mode from the sieve test (see Table 1). 250 
 251 
Finally, the four sub-images shown in Figure 2 were further analysed to quantify the thickness of the 252 
matrix between particles using Matlab. The changes in greyscale intensity along random lines drawn 253 
across the images were used to identify the boundaries of the filler and the matrix. It was found that 254 
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the thickness varied in the range of 0.67 - 15.7 m with an average of 3.1 m, agreeing with quoted 255 
values for similar PBX materials (Arora et al, 2015). 256 
 257 
4.0 Image-based numerical model for predicting the PBX composite behaviour 258 
This section describes the development of the 2D plane strain image-based models for predicting the 259 
mechanical response of the PBX. The latter is assumed to be a binary composite, with discrete TATB 260 
particles embedded in the FK800 continuous matrix. The model allows for debonding to take place 261 
at the matrix/particle interface using the cohesive zone approach. 262 
Four FE models with the segmented microstructures were reconstructed from the binarised images 263 
of the sub-VEs (VE1-VE4) shown in Figure 1, using a connectivity based algorithm to identify the 264 
boundary of each particle approximated as a polygon (Tarleton et al., 2012). The particle/matrix 265 
interfacial region is then produced by offsetting the boundary a small distance inwards and is 266 
modelled by a single layer of cohesive elements. More details about the segmentation and meshing 267 
process can be found in Tarleton et al., 2012. The same method has also been used to successfully 268 
predict the mechanical response and failure strength of other particulate composites though those 269 
were filled to much lower volume fractions (up to 45%) than the PBX materials studied here (Zhang 270 
et al., 2018, Tarleton et al., 2013 and Mohammed et al, 2013.)  271 
The resulting 𝑉𝑓 of the four FE models were 72 %, 70 %, 65 % and 70 %. The FE models of the four 272 
VEs were meshed with a total of 51-87k elements, the minimum required for mesh convergence, 273 
and were analysed using the dynamic explicit solver in Abaqus 6.14 (SIMULIA, Rhode Island, USA). 274 
The explicit solver was employed to avoid potential convergence difficulties arising due to softening 275 
in the material response during the progressive damage of the cohesive zone elements (SIMULIA, 276 
Rhode Island, USA). Four node cohesive elements, COH2D4, were used for the cohesive layer and 277 
four node bilinear plane strain elements with reduced integration formulation and hourglass control, 278 
CPE4R, were used for the matrix and the filler regions. A tensile strain of 0.0025 was applied at a 279 
strain rate of 0.00005 /s to match the experimental strain rate (section 2.1) via prescribing a 280 
displacement at the top surface; symmetric conditions were applied on the bottom surface whereas 281 
the two side edges were constrained to remain straight during deformation. Periodic boundary 282 
conditions were considered too but it was found that the results were similar to the ‘straight’ 283 
boundary condition (Arora et al, 2015).    284 
The TATB fillers were assumed to be linear elastic with the properties given in section 2.1. 285 
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A bi-linear uncoupled traction-separation cohesive law (see Figure 4) was used to describe the 286 
matrix-particle interface behaviour. Damage initiation was defined based on a maximum stress 287 
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where 𝜎𝑛
𝑜 and 𝜎𝑠
𝑜 are the peak normal and shear contact stresses respectively when separation is 289 
purely in their respective direction. These values were defined to be 𝜎𝑛
𝑜 =  𝜎𝑠
𝑜 = 13 MPa previously 290 
used for materials of the same chemical composition (Arora et al., 2015). Stiffness of the cohesive 291 
elements were also assumed to be equal in the normal and shear directions where, 𝐾𝑛 = 𝐾𝑠 =292 
315 GPa/μm as per Arora et al., 2015. The mode I, 𝐺𝐼𝑎, and mode II, 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎, fracture energies were 293 
assumed to be equal for this study, 𝐺𝐼𝑎 = 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑎 = 0.271 J/m
2, as determined by molecular dynamics 294 
between TATB and FK800 (Gee et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2006), though these parameters could also 295 
depend on the strain rate and temperature (Williamson et al., 2017). The mixed mode behaviour 296 






= 1 [2] 
where 𝐺𝐼 and 𝐺𝐼𝐼 are the energies released in mode I and mode II. 298 
 299 
Figure 4: Schematic of traction-separation cohesive zone law. 300 
 301 
As the microstructure images used to define the VEs of the FE models have values of 𝑉𝑓 = 65-72 % 302 
and the composite has a total  𝑉𝑓  of 95 %, a 𝑉𝑓 of 23-30 % of filler particles was ‘lost’ and therefore 303 
not explicitly modelled. This ‘lost’ particle fraction is accounted for by using the multiscale model 304 
described in section 5.0. Once this multiscale model is validated in sections 7.1 and 7.2, it will be 305 
used to the define the matrix properties of the PBX composite model in section 7.3. 306 
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5.0 3D Hierarchical decoupled multi-scale FE models 307 
The multi-scale decoupled method consists of a series of micromechanical FE models linked in a 308 
bottom-up manner. Figure 5 illustrates an example where four simulations at four different scales 309 
are used to model the high 𝑉𝑓 of the real composite. In Scale I, spherical particles are embedded in a 310 
cubic RVE. The 𝑉𝑓 at scale I, 𝑉𝑓𝐼
, is ∅𝐼 % and all the fillers are modelled explicitly by the particles 311 
shown. At the next larger scale, Scale II, the RVE used also has embedded spherical particles and 312 
these make a 𝑉𝑓 of ∅𝐼𝐼 %. At Scale II, the matrix properties are assigned the properties of those 313 
obtained from the Scale I model (i.e. 𝐸𝐼, 𝜈𝐼 and 𝜎𝑌𝐼). The total volume fraction of the Scale II model, 314 
𝑉𝑓𝐼𝐼
, is therefore given by, 315 
𝑉𝑓𝐼𝐼
= 𝜙𝐼𝐼 + 𝑉𝑓𝐼
(1 − 𝜙𝐼𝐼) = 𝜙𝐼𝐼 + 𝜙𝐼(1 − 𝜙𝐼𝐼)   as 𝑉𝑓𝐼
= 𝜙𝐼 [4] 
This hierarchical approach can be repeated n times until the total required volume fraction is 316 
incorporated. The total volume fraction model at any given scale, 𝑉𝑓𝑛, is determined using the 317 
iterative formula, 318 
𝑉𝑓𝑛
= 𝜙𝑛 + 𝑉𝑓𝑛−1
(1 − 𝜙𝑛)    where 𝑛 = 𝐼, 𝐼𝐼, 𝐼𝐼𝐼. . 𝑒𝑡𝑐. [5] 
An elastic-plastic model was used for the matrix with 𝐸 = 500 MPa, Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈 = 0.38 and 319 
yield stress, 𝜎𝑌 = 10 MPa for the scale I model. These properties were selected to be very similar to 320 
the FK800 binder properties (see section 2.1). Even though the binder is elasto-viscoplastic, here no 321 
rate dependence was assumed to enable the accuracy of the hierarchical model to be studied in an 322 
efficient manner; rate dependence would have considerably increased the number of simulations 323 
needed due to the fact the homogenisation would need to be performed at each scale for various 324 
rates. Note however, that for the real composite simulation, the latter step was indeed followed for 325 
three rates at each scale, as will be discussed later in section 7.3. For Scales II and higher, the 326 
homogenised response of the composite from the previous scale was used to define the matrix 327 
material properties. For all scales, the fillers were assumed to be linear elastic with the properties  328 
E* = 31.5 GPa and * = 0.2 (same properties as the TATB particles, see section 2.1).  329 
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 330 
Figure 5 Illustration of the hierarchical decoupled multi-scale FE method for modelling high 331 
volume fraction composites 332 
This process was followed employing five distinct 3D periodic simulated cubic geometries 333 
summarised in Table 2 (models Rn a, Rn b, Rn c, Rn d and Rn e, where Rn in front of each model 334 
name denotes ‘random’), with randomly dispersed spherical particles generated using a Monte Carlo 335 
simulation (Roskilly et al, 2010) at the arbitrary filler 𝑉𝑓 of 11 %, 19 % and 29 % (MacroPac, Oxford 336 
Materials, UK). For the higher 𝑉𝑓 of 36 % and 56 %, an overlap minimization packing algorithm was 337 
used for maximising packing efficiency (MacroPac, Oxford Materials, UK). No restrictions were 338 
specified for the inter-particle spacing (Gusev, 2016). The total volume of all five models is constant 339 
at L3. The values of the volume fraction 𝑉𝑓, the ratio of the largest to smallest particle radii, , the 340 
mean particle radius and its standard deviation, as well as the total number of spheres are given for 341 
each of the five models in Table 2.  342 
Table 2 Packing parameters for the randomly packed volume elements in a cubic space of size L3 ; 343 
α is the ratio of the largest to smallest particle radii. 344 
𝑽𝒇(%) Model Name 𝜶 Mean particle radius Std. Dev. No. of spheres 
11 Rn a 1 0.08L - 50 
19 Rn b 1.7 0.05L 0.006L 100 
29 Rn c 1.4 0.09L 0.006L 100 
36 Rn d 1.4 0.10L 0.007L 100 
56 Rn e 8.8 0.09L 0.06L 100 
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The generation method presented above resulted in a maximum possible 𝑉𝑓 of 56 %. In an effort to 346 
generate explicit geometries at larger 𝑉𝑓, a regularly packed geometry was also considered, model 347 
Rg1, also shown in Table 2. Rg1 is illustrated in Figure 6 where spheres of four different radii were 348 
arranged to fill the cubic space of side L to a 𝑉𝑓 of 72 %. The particle radii shown in Table 2 (0.49L, 349 
0.34L, 0.15L and 0.08L) were chosen to ensure there was no contact between any particles.  350 
 351 
 
Figure 6 Illustration of regular packed geometry for model Rg1. 352 
Table 3 shows the use of various combinations of the geometries summarised in Table 2 to achieve 353 
predictions for different overall 𝑉𝑓. The latter is equal to the value shown last in each row of Table 3. 354 
Each row corresponds to a different test case. Models labelled DM_XX are Scale II models where X 355 
from a-e represents the geometries Rn a, Rn b, Rn c, Rn d and Rn e in Table 2 respectively. The 356 
number of X characters therefore denotes the scale of the model. For example, Test case DM_dddd 357 
is a scale IV model with Rn d passed hierarchically four times in itself as illustrated in Figure 5. The 358 
resulting  𝑉𝑓 at each scale leading to a final 𝑉𝑓 of 83 % is presented in Table 3. The smallest and 359 
largest volume fractions created were 21% (case DM_aa) and 83% (case DM_dddd) respectively. The 360 
accuracy of the method was evaluated for the various scales by comparing predictions with those 361 
obtained from explicitly packed FE models of the same filler 𝑉𝑓 (i.e. scale I) up to 56 % for random 362 
structures and 72% for the regular geometry (see Table 2).  363 
The FE models outlined in Table 3 were meshed using quadratic tetrahedral elements (C3D10). The 364 
implicit quasi-static algorithm in ABAQUS, (SIMULIA, Rhode Island) was employed. For the boundary 365 
conditions, all surfaces were constrained to remain plane during deformation such that 366 
homogeneous kinematic boundary conditions are implied. Displacement controlled tensile loading 367 
up to an arbitrary level of 0.04 strain was applied to the top surface and a symmetry boundary 368 
condition was applied to the opposite, bottom surface.  369 
L 
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The average stress and strain were determined to define the bulk stress-strain response of the 370 
composite using the surface integral method (Qin and Yang, 2008): stress was calculated by 371 
summing the vertical reaction forces on all nodes on the top surface of the model divided by the 372 
area of the top surface, whilst strain was evaluated using the applied displacement at the top 373 
surface and the original height of the model. The elastic properties of the bulk homogenised 374 
composite corresponding to the various models were determined using the stress and strain 375 
response predicted by FE in the initial stages where energy dissipated by plasticity was zero. The 376 
initial slope was used to define the composite modulus and the composite’s Poisson’s ratio was 377 
determined using the lateral contraction of the RVE during tension. A proof stress of 0.002 plastic 378 
strain was used to determine the yield stress, 𝜎𝑌
𝑐, and yield strain, 𝜀𝑌
𝑐. A mesh convergence study 379 
was performed for all models. Mesh convergence was achieved, where insignificant change was 380 
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Table 3 Summary of multi-scale models for volume fractions ranging from 29% to 83%. 397 
Case Symbol Scale I Scale II  Scale III Scale IV 
  ∅𝐼% ∅𝐼𝐼% 𝑉𝑓𝐼𝐼
%  ∅𝐼𝐼𝐼% 𝑉𝑓𝐼𝐼𝐼
% ∅𝐼𝑉% 𝑉𝑓𝐼𝑉
% 
DM_aa  11 11 21  - - - - 
DM_aaa  11 11 21  11 29 - - 
DM_aaaa  11 11 21  11 29 11 37 
DM_aaab  11 11 21  11 29 19 43 
DM_aaac  11 11 21  11 29 29 50 
DM_aaad  11 11 21  11 29 36 55 
DM_aab  11 11 21  19 36 - - 
DM_aac  11 11 21  29 44 - - 
DM_aad  11 11 21  36 49 - - 
DM_ab  11 19 28  - - - - 
DM_aba  11 19 28  11 36 - - 
DM_abb  11 19 28  19 42 - - 
DM_abc  11 19 28  29 49 - - 
DM_abd  11 19 28  36 54 - - 
DM_ac  11 29 37  - - - - 
DM_ad  11 36 43  - - - - 
DM_ae  11 56 61  - - - - 
DM_ba  19 11 28  - - - - 
DM_bb  19 19 35  - - - - 
DM_bc  19 29 43  - - - - 
DM_bd  19 36 48  - - - - 
DM_be  19 56 65  - - - - 
DM_ca  29 11 37  - - - - 
DM_cb  29 19 43  - - - - 
DM_cc  29 29 50  - - - - 
DM_cd  29 36 55  - - - - 
DM_ce  29 56 69  - - - - 
DM_da  36 11 43  - - - - 
DM_db  36 19 48  - - - - 
DM_dc  36 29 55  - - - - 
DM_dd  36 36 59  - - - - 
DM_dda  36 36 59  11 64 - - 
DM_ddb  36 36 59  19 67 - - 
DM_ddc  36 36 59  29 71 - - 
DM_ddd  36 36 59  36 74 - - 
DM_ddda  36 36 59  36 74 11 77 
DM_dddb  36 36 59  36 74 19 79 
DM_dddc  36 36 59  36 74 29 82 
DM_dddd  36 36 59  36 74 36 83 
DM_de  36 56 72  - - - - 
DM_ea  56 11 61  - - - - 
DM_eb  56 19 65  - - - - 
DM_ec  56 29 69  - - - - 
DM_ed  56 36 72  - - - - 
DM_ee  56 56 81  - - - - 
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6.0 Analytical models  398 
The predictions from the finite element models described in section 5.0 were compared to 399 
composite elastic moduli at different 𝑉𝑓 obtained from  the Mori-Tanaka (MT) analytical model (Mori 400 
and Tanaka, 1973) extended for elastic- perfectly-plastic polymeric matrix particulate composite 401 
materials by Lin et al. (Lin et al., 1992). This analytical model was selected as the resulting equations 402 
are quick, easy to use and do not require iterative numerical solutions. Details of how this model 403 
was adopted for our study are given in the Appendix. 404 
For the elastic modulus, several other models are reported in the literature (Stapountzi et al., 2009, 405 
Hagan et al., 2011); specifically, the original upper and lower bound models by Voigt and Reuss 406 
(Reuss, 1929; Voigt, 1889) as well as the refined bounds by Hashin-Shritkman (HS) (Hashin and 407 
Shtrikman, 1963) and Lielens (Lielens et al., 1998) were employed in this study for comparison with 408 
the composite modulus numerical predictions. 409 
7.0 Numerical model results 410 
7.1 Results for explicit finite element models 411 
The five random models shown in Table 2 were first run explicitly (without the hierarchical multi- 412 
scale procedure) in order to compare the FE predictions with the analytical results from the elastic – 413 
plastic matrix model summarised in section 6. The latter was found to predict the 𝐸𝑐 accurately for 414 
𝑉𝑓 up to 36 % (see Figure 7). However, at a 𝑉𝑓 of 56 %, the 𝐸
𝑐 was underpredicted by 22 %. This is 415 
due to the increasing effect of the interaction between the particles, which is not captured correctly 416 
in the elastic plastic extension of the MT model (Lin et al, 1992). Significant error was found in the 417 
prediction of plastic behaviour. The FE solution diverges from the analytical solutions at the early 418 
stages of the linear region. This is because the onset of plasticity in the matrix volume is a 419 
progressive process in the FE models. Yielding first initiates locally in a region of matrix with high 420 
stress concentrations and the plastic zone grows with increasing deformation. In contrast, the bi-421 
linear analytical model assumes the entire matrix volume behaves linearly until the matrix yield 422 
stress is reached; at this point, the entire matrix volume behaves plastically. The sharp transition 423 
between the elastic and plastic phase leads to an overprediction of the composite yield stress,  𝜎𝑌
𝑐, 424 
with the error increasing from 15 % at a 𝑉𝑓 of 10.9 % to 26 % at a 𝑉𝑓 of 56.3 %. Yield strain, 𝜀𝑌
𝑐  was 425 
determined from the 𝜎𝑌
𝑐 and the 𝐸𝑐 and the agreement of the solutions are dependent on those for 426 
the other two properties with the largest error being 17 % at a 𝑉𝑓 of 56.3 % (results not shown). 427 
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 428 
 429 
Figure 7 Comparison of the composite stress-strain curve predicted from the Mori-Tanaka model 430 
extended to elastic-plastic matrix composites (see Appendix) and explicit (scale I) finite element 431 
models for five different filler volume fractions (Models Rn a – Rn e as shown in Table 2). 432 
 433 
The elastic Poisson’s ratio determined using the rule of mixtures (equation A6 in Appendix) was 434 
found to agree with those obtained from FE, with errors ranging between 0.5-4 % (data not shown). 435 
The results from this part of the study show that the use of the elastic plastic extension of the MT 436 
model (Lin et al , 1992) to account for the missing fine particles embedded in an elastic-plastic matrix 437 
is inaccurate and could lead to significant errors in the predicted behaviour of highly filled 438 
composites. This further highlights the need the decoupled multi-scale FE models described in 439 
section 5 whose results are next presented.  440 
 441 
7.2 Results for decoupled multi-scale finite element models 442 
This section presents the results from the hierarchical multi-scale models described in section 5.0, as 443 
summarised in Table 3. The values of 𝐸𝑐 , 𝜈𝑐 , 𝜎𝑌
𝑐 and 𝜀𝑌
𝑐  determined from the homogenised stress-444 
strain curves are plotted in Figures 8 -11 respectively as a function of 𝑉𝑓. For Figures 9 - 11, the 445 
results predicted by the MT analytical model extended to elastic – plastic matrix (see Appendix) are 446 
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shown, as are the predictions from the explicit scale I models up to a maximum of 56 % (see ‘Explicit’ 447 
curves). The range of explicit models was extended to 72 % through the use of the regular body 448 
centre cubic RVE, Rg1, shown in Figure 6 and Table 2. For the elastic modulus (Figure 8), the results 449 
are also compared to the Voigt, Reuss and Hashin-Shritkman (H-S) bounds as well as the Lielens 450 
model. Note that the symbols used to plot the data from the hierarchical multi scale models in 451 
Figures 8 – 11 correspond to the symbols shown in the second column of Table 3 (for example the 452 
data points DM_aX in Figures 8-11, correspond to the data derived from the models DM_aa, DM_ab, 453 
DM_ac, DM_ad and DM_ae listed in Table 3, all labelled with the same symbol). 454 
The first point to note is that in all of Figures 8 – 11, the elastic and plastic properties derived by all 455 
simulations summarised in Table 3 fall on roughly the same curve.  Now for the elastic properties 456 
(Figures 8-9), the results are as expected as it is known that for a given matrix-particle combination, 457 
only the volume fraction and aspect ratio affect the bulk behaviour. But the fact that plastic 458 
properties also fall on the same curve, is evidence that the hierarchical multi-scale model leads to 459 
consistent predictions, giving confidence in the accuracy of the method. It also highlights that the 460 
exact particle size distribution does not have a significant effect on the onset of plasticity in the 461 
composite (see various distributions assumed in the explicit models in Table 2). The difference 462 
between the various curves in Figures 8-11 is difficult to see in the plots and is described in more 463 
detail below. 464 
The values of 𝐸𝑐 (see Figure 8) and 𝜈𝑐 (see Figure 9) increase and decrease respectively as 𝑉𝑓 465 
increases as expected. In Figure 8,  𝐸𝑐 values fall within the upper and lower bounds derived using 466 
the analytical models detailed in section 6, with the best agreement shown to the Lielens model. The 467 
latter has also been found to be the most accurate analytical model in other studies involving 468 
experimental data of polymeric matrix composites (Stapountzi et al 2009, Hagan et al 2011).  For 𝑉𝑓 469 
up to 56 %, 𝐸𝑐   and 𝜈𝑐 predicted at scale II (DM_aX, DM_bX, DM_cX, DM_dx, DM_eX) using the 470 
hierarchical method were found to be within 10 % and 5 % respectively of those predicted using the 471 
explicit method (scale I) and a maximum error of 16 % and 6 % respectively compared to the elastic-472 
plastic MT model (see Appendix) predictions. For scale III (DM_aaX, DM_abX and DM_ddX), the 473 
maximum errors for all cases increased to 13 % and 6 % respectively compared to the explicit models 474 
and 35 % and 10 % respectively compared to the elastic-plastic MT model predictions. Finally, for 475 
scale IV (DM_aaaX, DM_dddX), the maximum errors were 17 % and 7 % respectively compared to 476 
the scale I models and 25 % and 11 % respectively compared to the elastic-plastic MT model 477 
predictions. In addition, the elastic properties derived from the Rg1 model (see Table 2) were found 478 
to be within 4 % of the hierarchical model predictions. The prediction of 𝜈𝑐 from the multi-scale 479 
models was found to be higher than those predicted using equation A6 (see Figure 9). This is 480 
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because the lateral contraction becomes increasingly constricted due to the pinning of filler particles 481 
by each other, thereby resulting in a lower compressibility than that predicted by the analytical 482 
models. 483 
In Figures 10 and 11, predictions for the 𝜎𝑌
𝑐 and 𝜀𝑌
𝑐 below a 𝑉𝑓 of 56 % from the scale II and scale III 484 
models were found to be within 8 % and 7 % of the explicit scale I model predictions. The 485 
predictions above 56 % (highest volume fraction of explicit random models in Table 2) appear to 486 
follow the same trend of the 𝜎𝑌
𝑐 that would be expected from extrapolation of the data and 487 
increased nonlinearly with 𝑉𝑓. Similar to that observed for the explicit scale I and Rg1 FE solutions 488 
(see Figure 7), the hierarchical model predictions for  𝜎𝑌
𝑐 were lower than those predicted by the 489 
elastic – plastic MT model (see Figure 10). It is also worth noting that the omission of finer particles 490 
and the homogenisation of the entire ‘matrix’ volume at the larger length scales essentially increases 491 
the volume of material that can undergo plasticity and decreases the volume of the elastic material. 492 
Additionally, it was feared that this could result in a lower plateau stress and affect the accuracy of 493 
the behaviour predicted in the plastic region.  However, only a 2.5 % error was observed between 494 
the hierarchical and scale I plateau stress predictions for a filler 𝑉𝑓 of 29 %, a 3.9 % error for 𝑉𝑓 =495 
36 % and a 8 % error for 𝑉𝑓 = 56 %. 496 
The predicted behaviour for the same 𝑉𝑓 using different combinations of explicit filler 𝜙𝑛 were also 497 
compared. For example, a prediction for a 𝑉𝑓 of 69 % could be obtained by incorporating 498 
homogenised material properties for a 𝜙𝐼 of 29 % into an explicit FE model of 𝜙𝐼𝐼 = 56 %  (see test 499 
case DM_ce in Table 3). Alternatively, the same 𝑉𝑓 of 69 % could also be reached by incorporating a 500 
homogenised 𝜙𝐼 of 56 % into an explicit FE model of 𝜙𝐼𝐼 = 29 % (test case DM_ec in Table 3). A 501 
higher recoverable strain energy was expected in test case DM_ce due to larger amount of elastic 502 
fillers modelled explicitly. However, the magnitude of the recoverable strain energy is insignificant in 503 
comparison to the energy dissipated due to plasticity in the matrix. As a result, little difference was 504 
observed in the total internal energies and consequentially the elastic and plastic properties of the 505 
respective volumes were similar as shown in Figures 8-11. 506 
Lastly, it is worth noting that the hierarchical model discussed above assumed a rate independent, 507 
perfectly plastic binder material in order to simplify the study. In future, the approach should also be 508 
validated for rate dependent, strain hardening binders such as those used in PBX. Here we will 509 
assume the approach would hold for such more complex binders and we will extend to the PBX case 510 
in a manner described in the following section.  511 
 512 
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 513 
Figure 8 Hierarchical model predictions for 
𝑬𝒄
𝑬
. The Explicit series includes the models Rn a, Rn b, 514 
Rn c, Rn d and Rn e. X denotes the letters a-e for the DM data series (see table 3) and the trend 515 
line for the DM data series is plotted in grey by a (dot-dash) line. Trend line for the explicit series is 516 
shown by the black dash line. The analytical models (Mori-Tanaka, Lielens, H-S Bounds, Voight and 517 
Reuss models) are discussed in Section 6.0. 518 
 519 
Figure 9 Hierarchical model predictions for 
𝝂𝑪
𝝂
. The Explicit series includes the models Rn a, Rn b, 520 
Rn c, Rn d and Rn e.  X denotes the letters a-e for the DM data series (see table 3). The trend line 521 
for the DM data series is plotted in grey by a (dot-dash) line and the Trend line for the explicit 522 
series is shown by the black dash line. 523 
Eq A6 
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 524 




. The Explicit series includes the models the models 525 
Rn a, Rn b, Rn c, Rn d and Rn e. X denotes the letters a-e for the DM data series (see table 3) and 526 
the trend line for the DM data series is the grey (dot-dash) line. The trend line for the explicit 527 
series is shown by the black dash line. The Mori-Tanka model refers to the model described in the 528 
Appendix. 529 
 530 




. The Explicit series includes the models the models 531 
Rn a, Rn b, Rn c, Rn d and Rn e. X denotes the letters a-e for the DM data series (see table 3) and 532 
the trend line for the DM data series is the grey (dot-dash) line. The trend line for the explicit 533 
series is shown by the black dash line. The Mori-Tanka model refers to the model described in the 534 
Appendix. 535 
 536 
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7.3 Use of the multi-scale method for predicting the PBX composite behaviour 537 
Here the results of the models described in section 4 are presented. With the VEs of 𝑉𝑓 = 65-72 % 538 
shown in Figure 2 used to model the PBX composite of a total 𝑉𝑓 = 95 % , a 𝑉𝑓 of 23-30 % with 539 
respect to the whole composite volume is lost in the matrix material. Thus, homogenised behaviour 540 
of a sub-volume with a 𝑉𝑓 of 82-86 % is required such that for the 65% particles explicitly modelled 541 
there is 0.65 + 0.86 (1 - 0.65) = 0.95 which is the required filler content. A scale III hierarchical model 542 
was used to predict the homogenised behaviour, with 𝜙𝐼 = 36 %, 𝜙𝐼𝐼 = 56 % and 𝜙𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 45 %, 543 
resulting in 𝑉𝑓𝐼𝐼𝐼
= 85 % (see equation 5).  An elasto-viscoplastic matrix model is assumed for the 544 
scale I model  with strain hardening where Young’s modulus, 𝐸 = 500 MPa, Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈 =545 
0.38 and rate dependent yield stresses, 𝜎𝑌(𝜀̇ = 0.0014) = 9.15 MPa and 𝜎𝑌(𝜀̇ = 0.14) = 16.6 MPa 546 
as already described in section 2.1. This model fit to the FK800 experimental data is shown in Figure 547 
1(b).  As the matrix material is elastic-viscoplastic, homogenisation at each scale was performed at 548 
three different strain rates, 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 /s and the predicted homogenised parameters, 𝐸, 𝜈 549 
and 𝜎𝑌(𝜀̇), where ?̇? = 0.001 /𝑠, 0.01 /𝑠 and 0.1 /s  were sequentially substituted into the matrix 550 
properties of the next scale model. The homogenised elastic-viscoplastic behaviour predicted using 551 
the hierarchical models at a 𝑉𝑓 of 36 % (scale I), 72 % (scale II) and the final 𝑉𝑓 of 85 % (scale III) are 552 
shown in Figure 12. The resulting elastic-viscoplastic behaviour predicted for a 𝑉𝑓 of 85 % was used 553 
to define the matrix properties of the 2D micromechanical model described in section 4.0.  554 
 555 
Figure 12 Homogenised stress-strain predictions at different volume fractions using the multi-scale 556 
hierarchical model. 557 
 558 
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The randomly packed microstructure leads to a non-uniform inter-particle spacing. Regions with 559 
smaller inter-particle spacing and a lower matrix volume experience much higher localised strains 560 
and strain rates than that applied to the bulk material. It was therefore essential to ensure that at 561 
each scale, the matrix material model was calibrated to a strain and strain rate sufficient to allow for 562 
the highest local strain and strain rate anticipated. The ratio between the highest strain experienced 563 
in the model and the applied strain was found to be 10 for 𝜙𝐼 = 36 %, 20 for 𝜙𝐼𝐼 = 56 % and 15 for 564 
𝜙𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 45 %. The same ratios were also found between the highest strain rate experienced and the 565 
strain rate applied. Consequently, to model the composite with a strain of 0.0025 applied at a strain 566 
rate of 0.00005 /s (see section 4.0), mechanical data for 𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 7.5 (equal to 10x20x15x0.0025) and 567 
𝜀?̇?𝑎𝑥 = 0.15 /s were required for the matrix material calibration. However, as shown in Figure 1(b) 568 
the matrix material fractures at 𝜀(0.14 /s) = 1.2 and 𝜀(0.0014 /s) = 1.4. In the current model, strain 569 
hardening was therefore described up to 𝜀 = 1.2 beyond which the matrix was assumed to behave 570 
perfectly plastically. It is recommended that in future models, matrix fracture and damage occurring 571 
at larger strains should also be implemented in the model. The highest strain rate at which 572 
mechanical data for the matrix material is available is 0.14 /s. As the required maximum strain rate 573 
was estimated to be 0.15 /s, calibration of the material model with 𝜀?̇?𝑎𝑥 = 0.14 /s  was assumed to 574 
be sufficient. The minimum strain rate required for the model calibration was estimated to be 575 
0.00001 /s, two decades lower than the slowest strain rate available of 0.0014 /s. However, only 2% 576 
of the matrix material was predicted to experience a strain rate less than the applied strain rate of 577 
0.00005 /s.  578 
 579 
7.3.1 Comparisons to experimental data 580 
Figure 13 shows the composite tensile behaviour determined using the 2D FE model corresponding 581 
to the four VEs of Figure 2. A good agreement was found between the four models in both the 582 
modulus and the onset of catastrophic failure, giving confidence to our results and the choice of the 583 
microstructural images shown in Figure 2 as volume elements. The model data beyond the onset of 584 
failure are not shown; this is because the binder’s constitutive response did not implement a 585 
damage model and as a result the binder would stretch indefinitely which is of course not 586 
representative of the real response where the matrix will tear, and force will drop to zero. The 587 
predictions were compared to the experimental data, also shown in Figure 13. The initial response 588 
predicted by the FE model was found to be overly stiff with an average 𝐸𝑐 = 19.5 GPa in 589 
comparison to the range measured experimentally where 6.5 GPa < 𝐸𝑐 < 11.6 GPa . The failure 590 
strain was under-predicted where an average of 𝜀𝑌
𝑐 = 0.00061  was obtained by FE and 𝜀𝑌
𝑐 =591 
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0.0017 was measured experimentally. The average fracture stress was estimated to be 11.3 MPa 592 
from the four VEs in comparison to an average of 8.2 MPa measured experimentally. 593 
 594 
 595 
Figure 13 Composite tensile behaviour measured experimentally and predicted using finite 596 
element models (using four VEs in Figure 2) as well as analytically (Mori-Tanaka). Points A and B 597 
marked with blue dotted lines correspond to the points prior to and at the onset of catastrophic 598 
failure for VE1. 599 
 600 
In order to investigate the discrepancy, the modulus of a 95 % filled TATB/FK800 as calculated using 601 
the MT and Lielens models was considered (see Figure 8). The latter gave values of 11 GPa and 26 602 
GPa which are close to the numerical modulus of 19.5 GPa, and both considerably higher than the 603 
experimentally derived modulus. In fact, the experimentally determined average value of the 604 
composite modulus 𝐸𝑐 = 8.6 GPa and the matrix modulus = 500 MPa , lead to a ratio 𝐸𝑐/𝐸 = 17.2. 605 
From Figure 8, at 95% volume fraction, this value is extremely low and falls even lower than the 606 
lower bound of the H-S model, close to the Reuss model (Saeb et al., 2016). The latter is known to be 607 
unrealistically low. Therefore, possible reasons for why the PBX composite behaved in a more 608 
compliant manner than would be expected were next considered. Uniaxial tensile tests were 609 
performed on annealed binder materials. Samples were heated to 120 °C in a press at 5 tonnes for 610 
three minutes. The press was then water cooled with samples still under pressure until the 611 
temperature of 30 °C was reached at which time the pressure was released and the samples were 612 
A B 
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removed. Samples were then cut to size and tested at the rate of 0.0014 /s (see Figure 14). The 613 
results showed that the heating and cooling of the binder results in an amorphous, more compliant 614 
polymer that did not display the typical strain softening and hardening behaviour of semi-crystalline 615 
polymers as seen in Figure 1(b). The modulus of the annealed polymer is in fact about 50% lower 616 
than the previously tested, untreated samples. Using a matrix value of 250 MPa instead of the 617 
previous value of 500 MPa would bring the analytical modulus calculations down to 7.5 GPa and 23 618 
GPa for MT and Lielens models respectively. Therefore, it is believed that the observed discrepancy 619 
could be at least partly due to a change in the binder material properties during the hot isostatic 620 
pressing of the composite. The high 𝑉𝑓 of rigid fillers may impede the re-organisation of the polymer 621 
chains and result in a lower crystallinity polymer compared to the unprocessed binder used in the 622 
characterisation of the matrix. Furthermore, another reason for the disagreement between the 623 
predicted modulus and the experimental data could be due to the 2D plane strain assumption made 624 
in the FE models. This is known to lead to an overly stiff response as compared to full 3D simulations 625 
with a reported overestimation of modulus and fracture strength of approximately 28% and 15% 626 
respectively (Arora et al, 2015). Running 3D simulations of such complex microstructures is a real 627 
challenge however, both in terms of the required computational resource as well as acquiring 628 
suitable 3D images in the first place through microstructural characterisation experiments. Lastly, in 629 
the real composite, microcracks could have formed in the material during the manufacturing 630 
stresses or due to residual stresses arising during the cooling stage after pressing; such cracks could 631 
also lower the modulus and strength of the composite. 632 
Next, the numerical models were used to examine the damage process and failure mode of the PBX. 633 
The points prior to and at the onset of catastrophic failure for VE1 are marked in Figure 13 and are 634 
labelled points A and B respectively. Equivalent points were defined for the rest of the VE’s in a 635 
similar fashion. The total energies dissipated due to plastic deformation and interfacial debonding 636 
for VE1 are shown in Figure 15 as a function of the applied strain. In addition, contour plots of the 637 
cohesive elements’ degradation factor are presented in Figure 16 corresponding to points A and B 638 
for all four VE’s. A degradation factor of 0 (i.e. prior and at damage initiation) is indicated in blue 639 
colour and maximum degradation factor of 1 (i.e. debonding occurs and the cohesive element’s 640 
stiffness is reduced to zero) is indicated in red colour.   641 
 642 
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 643 
Figure 14: Comparison of stress-strain curves from annealed and original (untreated, see Figure 644 
1(b)) samples tested at 0.0014 /s rate. 645 
In Figure 15, an initial region between points A and B is observed where the energy dissipated due to 646 
plasticity and debonding is slowly rising with strain. In this region, a comparable amount of energy 647 
was dissipated by both mechanisms and it was therefore concluded that the small non-linearity in 648 
Figure 13 before the step drop in stress is due to both initiation of filler-matrix interface failure (i.e. 649 
degradation of the cohesive elements) and plastic yielding of the matrix material. At the point of 650 
failure, point B, the energy dissipated sharply increases which corresponded with the first sudden 651 
stress drop in Figure 13. The energy dissipation is now predominantly due to debonding around the 652 
fillers. The debonding at point B is also evident in Figure 16 in subplots B1-B4. At this point, which is 653 
the maximum tensile strength of the composite, multiple filler debonding occurs, debonding 654 
becomes the dominant mode for energy dissipation and catastrophic failure takes place. It is worth 655 
noting here that as shown in Figure 16, debonding was observed to first initiate around the larger 656 
particles and those that have straight edges aligned normal to the tensile load direction in 657 
agreement with previous research (Rae et al., 2002, Arora et al, 2015). 658 
Finally, it is worth noting that although the applied bulk strain of 0.0025 is a great deal lower than 659 
the yield strains of the matrix which are 𝜀𝑌(0.0014) = 0.018 and 𝜀𝑌(0.14) = 0.033 from Figure 660 
1(b), observations from the FE models showed that the matrix region within the composite 661 
Untreated 
Annealed 
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experiences a significant amount of plasticity. Thus, the viscoplastic constitutive model is essential 662 
for accurate prediction of the highly filled composite behaviour, even when failure occurs at small 663 
applied strains.  664 
 
 
Figure 15 Energy dissipation by interface debonding and matrix yielding as a function of applied 665 
strain for VE1 in Figure 2; the other three VE’s shown in Figure 2 led to similar behaviour (results 666 
not shown). 667 
 668 
In summary, the recommendations arising from the presented study are as follows:  when the 669 
reinforcing particles in composites appear at multiple length scales, micromechanical models which 670 
consider all particles explicitly are often deemed unfeasible. In such cases, hierarchical multi-scale 671 
models where the smaller particles are implicitly accounted for through reinforcing the matrix in 672 
nested, progressively higher scale models are viable (see Figure 5) and provide accurate predictions 673 
of the homogenised composite. In this study, this approach was followed for a high performance 674 
energetic material in the following manner: real microstructure images were processed and fed into 675 
finite element models were the larger particles were explicitly modelled as they appear in the 676 
images. The smaller, ‘lost’ particles were modelled implicitly through the hierarchical multi-scale 677 
model, by assigning the matrix properties to be that of the binder reinforced with these smaller 678 
particles. The models proposed in this study offer novel design tools for predicting the mechanical 679 
response of high volume fraction particulate composites such as PBX materials. The method is 680 
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generic and can be applied to other composite materials; it may be easily modified to allow for other 681 
failure mechanisms such as damage in the matrix and/or the fillers. Extensive multi-scale simulations 682 
are however required for the homogenised matrix of the PBX material consisting of binder and the 683 
implicitly modelled smaller particles; this ought to be considered when making choices between 684 
simpler, phenomenological models or fundamental, mechanistic approaches such as the ones 685 
presented here. 686 
  
  687 





















Figure 16 Progressive cohesive failure before (A1-A4) and at onset of catastrophic failure (B1-B4) 688 
predicted by the four VEs of Figure 2 corresponding to points A and B in Figure 13. Arrows show 689 
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actively debonding and the white spaces are openings where the interface has failed and is fully 691 
debonded. 692 
 693 
8.0 Conclusions 694 
A novel hierarchical multi-scale model was developed, suitable for extremely high-volume fraction 695 
particulate composites. The predictions of the elastic-plastic properties of the composite were found 696 
to be in close agreement with explicit model results. The hierarchical modelling method was applied 697 
to a polymer bonded explosive of a 95 % filler volume fraction with a viscoplastic binder and the 698 
predicted composite stress-strain behaviour was compared to uniaxial tensile test data. Volume 699 
Elements were reconstructed from Focussed Ion Beam scan data of the composite and fracture 700 
stresses predicted by the four VEs used were found to be comparable to that measured 701 
experimentally. The composite’s behaviour predicted using the hierarchical finite element method 702 
was found to be considerably stiffer than that determined from experimental data. Potential reasons 703 
for the discrepancy are due to changes to the binder and specifically lower crystallinity during the 704 
manufacturing process for the composites, the limitation of the assumed 2D plane strain model as 705 
well as possible porosity in the composite not accounted for in the model. The novel hierarchical 706 
multi-scale method presented here forms the basis from which a full 3D model may be developed, 707 
leading to a powerful tool for predicting the mechanical behaviour of very highly filled viscoplastic 708 
matrix particulate composites. The highly adaptable and versatile method has advantages over other 709 
published methods as it allows the incorporation of arbitrary particle geometries, large particle size 710 
distribution, non-linear matrix properties and complex matrix-filler interfacial properties. 711 
 712 
Appendix 713 
For a given particulate composite with an elasto-perfectly-plastic matrix and elastic spherical fillers 714 
assumed not to yield within the stress range of interest, the characteristic behaviour of the material 715 
can be approximated using a bilinear description (Lin et al., 1992). The first stage, stage 1, is the 716 
region where both materials exhibit linear elastic behaviour. The overall average shear stress-strain 717 








= 2𝜇 [1 −
𝑉𝑓(1 − 𝑚)
1 − (1 − 𝑉𝑓)(1 − 𝑚)𝛽
] 𝜀1̃2,1 [A1] 








, 𝜇∗ and 𝜇 are the shear moduli of the filler and matrix respectively, 𝑉𝑓 is the filler volume 721 




, and 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio of the matrix material. 723 
This linear stress-strain relationship no longer holds when the stress in the matrix reaches the yield 724 
stress of the matrix, 𝜏𝑌. By assuming there is negligible plasticity at the first instance yielding 725 
initiates, the yield stress of the composite in shear, (?̃?12
𝑜 )𝑌
𝑐  can be determined by: 726 
(?̃?12
𝑜 )𝑌
𝑐 = [1 +
𝑉𝑓(𝛽 − 1)(1 − 𝑚)
1 − 𝛽(1 − 𝑚)
] 𝜏𝑌  [A2] 
The second stage, stage 2, describes the behaviour of the composite when the matrix material is 727 
deforming plastically but the filler particles remain elastic. For an elastic-perfectly plastic matrix, the 728 
stress experienced in the matrix material within the composite after yield is assumed to remain at 729 
𝜏𝑌. The bulk stress-strain relationship of the composite in stage 2, ?̃?12
𝑜
,2






(1 − 𝛽) + 𝑚𝛽(1 − 𝑉𝑓)
𝜀1̃2,2 −
(1 − 𝑉𝑓)[(1 − 𝑚)𝛽 − 1]
(1 − 𝛽) + 𝑚𝛽(1 − 𝑉𝑓)
𝜏𝑌 [A3] 
The shear and Young’s moduli of the composite for the elastic stage 1 are here denoted as 731 
𝜇𝑐,1  and 𝐸
𝑐
,1, whereas the work hardening  rate for stage 2 in shear and uniaxial deformation are 732 
denoted as , 𝜇𝑐,2 and 𝐸
𝑐










(1 + 𝜈𝑐) where 𝑛 = 1, 2  [A5] 
where 𝜈 and 𝜈∗ are the Poisson’s ratios of the matrix (here equal to 0.38) and filler (here 0.2) 734 
respectively. The Poisson’s ratio of the composite, 𝜈𝑐,𝑛, is predicted using the rule of mixtures, via 735 
equations A6 and A7: 736 




𝑐  [A6] 
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